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Luxembourg, 16th March 2018  

 

 

 

 

Selection of a Travel Management Company (TMC) with a view to supplying travel-

related services for the European Parliament, the European Court of Auditors, the 

European Economic and Social Committee, the European Committee of the Regions and 

the European Ombudsman - EP/FINS 2017-103 
 

 

Question & Answer 5 
 

 

 

Further to a question received from a potential tenderer, the Directorate General for Finance of the 

European Parliament wishes to communicate the following information:  

 

 

 
Clarification 1: You state in your document instructions that you would like an original signed 

copy of the tender submission. Could you please provide more information on 

how the document should be signed? For example, would you like a signature 

on every page? 

 
Answer: It is not necessary to initial every page of the tender. All documents requiring a 

signature are explicitly mentioned and should be signed once at the designated space. 

 
 

Clarification 2: We request clarity on where to attach the additional pieces of information you 

have requested. For example, you have requested information in Part 1; then 

compliance to point 10; then in the submission structure in Point 5; and in 

document 20 Conditions for submitting. 

 
Answer: The general submission structure is provided in point 5 Content and presentation of 

tenders, of the document 20_Conditions for submitting_CfT select travel 

agency_EN.  Any additional piece of information should be attached to the relevant 

part and section.  

 

 
Clarification 3: In the staff requirements it is stated that staff is needed in Belgium for Lot 1. 

Today 2 agents are located in Luxembourg. Is it a correct understanding that 

this is no longer needed to be located in Luxembourg in the new agreement?  

 

Answer:  For Lot 1, the FTE working on the premises of the Institution will be based only in 

Brussels. There will be no additional implant in Luxembourg.  
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Clarification 4: Are we allowed to submit an alternative financial proposal?  

 

Answer:  No, only one financial offer in accordance with point 8 of 40_Specifications_CfT 

Select travel agency_EN, using Annex 13_Financial offer form_EN is permitted. 

Modifications to this document are not allowed. 

 

Clarification 5: In the Specifications on page 15 is stated that the TMC have a certain average 

annual turnover. Is this our global turnover or do we only provide our annual 

turnover for the Belgium market? 

 

Answer:  According to paragraph 14.2 of 40_Specifications_CfT select travel agency_EN, the 

tenderers shall have sufficient economic and financial resources to implement the 

contract properly. While there is no reference to specific markets, the requested 

average annual turnover of the last three years concerns the turnover covering 

services related to this call for tender of the legal entity submitting the tender.  

 
Clarification 6: Draft contacts Lot III and IV, art 1.3.3 and 1.3.4:  the first article mentions “the 

period of performance of the contract may be extended only with the express 

written agreement of the parties before the expiration of such period”. While art 

1.3.4 mentions that there will be an automatically renewal, unless (…). There 

seems to be a conflict between these two articles, please explain? 

 
Answer: There is no conflict between the art I.3.3 and I.3.4. as they are not related to the same 

periods 

 In fact, the art I.3.4 is related to the automatic renewal within the maximum duration 

of the contract which is 60 months. 

 The Art I.3.3 says that this maximum duration of the contract (60 months) may be 

extended only with agreement between the parties. 

 

Clarification 7: Draft contract Lot I: art. 1.1.: please explain why this article specifically 

mentions that the Eur. Ombudsman has the right to withdraw from the contract 

with a notice of one month? 

 

Answer:  As an institution, the European Ombudsman chose to reserve the right to withdraw 

from the contract. However, the volume and the number of transactions is very low 

compared to the one of the European Parliament and by consequence its withdrawal 

would have no immediate impact on the implementation of the contract. 

 
Clarification 8: Draft contract Lot I, art. I.10, section 4:  are these penalties to be regarded 

liquidated damages? 

                                                                                                                                            

Answer: No. These penalties shall not to be regarded as liquidated damages. Article I.10.4 of 

31_Draft contract_CfT select travel agency_Lot I_EP_EN includes specific 

provisions, for which penalties will be charged on top of any expenditure incurred 

by the European Parliament or the traveller. 

   
Clarification 9: Draft contract Lot III and IV, article II.15: can the liquidated damages please 

be explained and applied in light of the SLA included in point 5.1 of the 

technical terms and conditions common to all Lots? 

 
Answer: The formula in art II.15 of the contract shall apply and may be claim for instance in 

case of obvious negligence, during the execution of the contract, with regards to the 

SLA agreed between the TMC and the institution. 

 The formula can be explained by a practical example: if a ticket of a value of 1000 

€ is delivered later than 24h hours prior to departure the formula under II.15.1 applies 

as follows:  0.3 x (1000€/1 day ) = 300 € 
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Clarification 10: Draft contract Lot II, art. 10 and art. II.10 (General Conditions): Is it correct 

art. I.8 supersedes of art. II.10 of the General Conditions? If not, there is a 

reference to value of the contract in the latter article. Do you mean the monthly 

management fee for the duration of the agreement? 

 
Answer: It is set out on page three of the draft contract as follows: “The terms set out in the 

Special Conditions shall take precedence over those in the other parts of the 

Contract.“ This does not mean that the Special Conditions “supersede” the General 

Conditions as such but that as far as the Special Conditions foresee a specific rules 

this special rule is applicable and supersedes the respective general rule, but where 

the Special Conditions do not foresee a special rule, the General Conditions remain 

applicable.  

 As regards the penalties provision in Article I.8. Special Conditions, the penalties 

apply for the specific situations foreseen in this provision and for these supersede the 

general damages provision. The penalties apply as set out in Article I.8.1 Special 

Conditions “should the Contractor repeatedly fail to provide the deliverables within 

the time limits set out in Point 5.1. in the Technical terms and conditions common to 

all Lots (Annex 1 to the Specifications) and in Point 2 in the Technical terms and 

conditions for Lot II (Annex 3 to the Specifications)”. Further pursuant to Article 

1.8.2. for failure, untimely or erroneous issuing of tickets and as foreseen in Article 

1.8.3 “if the price of transport or accommodation is not the most economical 

available”.  

 The damages provision in Article 10.2. of the General Conditions concerning failure 

to respect contractual time limits remains applicable only where no specific penalty 

pursuant to Article I.8. of the Special Conditions applies. This may for example be 

the case if the contractor does not respect the start date of the contract. The term “the 

value of the contract” in this Article 10.2 effectively refers for the present contract 

to the monthly management fee for the whole duration of the agreement. 

 

Clarification 11: Draft contract Lot I, art. II.6 and draft contract Lot II, art. 17, draft contract 

Lot III and IV, art II.10:  Can it be further explained who are regarded to be a 

subcontractor? Would this also be entities within the group of companies to 

which the contractor belongs? Can it be confirmed that service providers, such 

as GDS, CIBT, Basware, hotels, carriers, train companies etc are not the 

contractors subcontractors. 

 

Answer:  A subcontractor is a company, who takes on all or part (specific services) of the 

performance of the contract but under the sole responsibility of the contractor. The 

subcontractor acts on behalf of the contractor and it is paid for the services provided. 

There is a contractual link between the two. However, the subcontractor is not an 

employee of the TMC who signs the contract with the European Parliament, and, 

therefore, cannot be considered as part of the contractor’s staff. Suppliers or 

providers delivering una tantum services or goods to the TMC might not be 

considered as subcontractors (e.g airlines or hotels).  

 

 

Clarification 12: Draft contract Lot I, art. II.6 and draft contract Lot II, art. 17.6: please note 

that quite (if not all) subcontractors used work with the TMC on a long term 

basis and not only for specifically the EP. For that reason, the requirement of 

the EP to include in the contracts with subcontractor’s provisions for the benefit 

of the EP is practically difficult to carry out. 

  

Answer:  Please note that the tender shall give details, as far as possible, about which part or 

percentage of this contract the tenderer proposes to subcontract and the identity of 

the proposed subcontractors (point 6 of specifications). In any case, article II.6.2 of 

the draft contract Lot I, provides that Even if the European Parliament authorises 
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the Contractor to subcontract, the Contractor shall remain solely and fully liable for 

the proper performance of the contract, both vis-à-vis the European Parliament and 

vis-à-vis third parties.  

 

 

Clarification 13: Draft contract Lot I, art.  II.9 and draft contract Lot II, art II.11, draft contract 

lot III and IV, art. II.13 General conditions:  any tools and/or software to be to 

be provided by the TMC are “pre-existing rights”. Can this be added to the 

draft contract? 

  

Answer:  No change of the draft contract can be made. However, the current versions of the 

draft contracts already foresee the inclusion of technology as “pre-existing rights”. 

 The definitions of Lots I (Article II.9.1 of 31_Draft contract_CfT select travel 

agency_Lot I_EP_EN), Lot III (Article II.1 of 33_Draft contract_CfT select travel 

agency_Lot III_EESC_EN) and Lot IV (Article II.1 of 34_Draft contract_CfT select 

travel agency_Lot IV_CoR_EN) are: 

 

 ‘Pre-existing right’: any industrial and intellectual property right on pre-existing 

material; it may consist in a right of ownership, a licence right and/or right of use 

belonging to the Contractor, the creator, the contracting authority as well as to any 

other third parties; 

 

 ‘Pre-existing material’: any material, document, technology or know-how which 

exists prior to the Contractor using it for the production of a result in the 

implementation of this contract;  

 

 The definition of Lot II (Article 11.1 of 32_Draft contract_CfT select travel 

agency_Lot II_ECA_EN) is: 

 

 "pre-existing rights" means any industrial and intellectual property rights, 

including background technology, which exist prior to the Court of Auditors or the 

contractor ordering them for the purpose of the performance of the contract and 

include rights of ownership and use by the contractor, the creator, the Court of 

Auditors and any third parties. 

 (all emphases added) 

 

 
Clarification 14: Draft contract Lot III and IV, art II.6.3: what is meant by “the total amount of 

the contract”? Is this the monthly management fee for the duration of the 

agreement? And is this for the initial term or for the extension periods as well. 

Can you explain by giving an example? 

 
Answer: By the total amount of the contract is meant the monthly management fee for the 

total duration of the contract, including the automatically renewal (maximum 60 

months). 

 
Clarification 15: Draft contract Lot III and IV, article II.8.4: Please explain third parties? Do 

you mean subcontractors. We assume that services providers like hotels, 

airlines, trains etc. are excluded, as a TMC operates as an agent (intermediate) 

and cannot request this for every service provider the institution chooses to use. 

 
Answer: The third party in this case shall be considered as subcontractor. Shall be considered 

as subcontractor all parties declared by the TMC as necessary to execute the contract 

as mentioned in point 6 "Subcontracting" of the "Specifications CfT select travel 

agency". 

 The services providers such as hotels, airlines, trains are excluded. 


